NOW VS. LATER

WHICH TECHNOLOGIES TO IMPLEMENT WHEN
Whether you’re a seasoned tech buyer or just dipping your toes, navigating new
financial technologies can be overwhelming. Understanding the types of solutions you
need and when you need them is a great place to start. Take a look at our rundown
of digital banking solutions that can help you cut costs, save time and propel your
business forward.
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PAYMENTS

You want to free up time in the day
and reduce the cost of payments.

MEDIAN COST
OF SENDING A
PAPER CHECK.1

How digital is your payment system?

WE RELY MOSTLY
ON PAPER CHECKS.

WE MAKE MOST PAYMENTS
ELECTRONICALLY, BUT OUR INVOICING
PROCESS IS STILL MANUAL.

Sending paper checks is costly, slow
and error prone. E-payments can
reduce costs, speed up delivery
and reduce exposure to fraud.

Manually reconciling paper invoices
ties up resources. Converting to
digital payments can improve
accuracy and efficiency.

Single-Use AccountsSM

Automated Payments

Protect and automate supplier
payments with a virtual
payment solution.

Reduce errors and time spent on
paperwork with automated invoicing
using Chase Cashflow360SM.

WE’RE FULLY
AUTOMATED.

Automation is the tip of the iceberg.
Solutions (open banking, Real-time
Payments, etc.) with the potential
to revolutionize the payment
experience emerge every year.

Real-time Payments
Tap into new systems. Make funds
available to vendors or employees
in seconds.

COMPANIES
COULD SAVE UP TO

RECEIVABLES

You want to get paid faster and
have more control over cash flow.

5

HOURS/
WEEK

IN PAPERWORK AND MANUAL
RECONCILIATION WITH AN
AUTOMATED INVOICING
SOLUTION.2

What best describes your receivables process?

WE GET PAID BY CHECK
AND MAKE DEPOSITS
AT THE BANK.

WE RECEIVE PAYMENTS
ELECTRONICALLY BUT TRANSMIT
BILLING STATEMENTS MANUALLY.

Making paper payments
manually is costly and time
consuming. Electronic solutions
get funds to accounts faster—with
fewer trips to the bank.

Timely billing is crucial to
collections. Digital invoicing
speeds up billing, so you have
faster access to cash.

OUR AR PROCESS
IS AUTOMATED.

Cash flow makes a business tick,
yet forecasting is resource intensive.
Machine learning and open banking
tech provide deeper insights
into cash flow.

Automated Receivables

ACH Debit

Open Banking

Integrated solutions like Cashflow360
make it easy to send invoices,
collect payments and track
outstanding receivables.

Speed payments. Deposit funds into
your accounts electronically.

Platforms like Trovata provide
immediate, automated insights
into all your cash positions.

CYBERSECURITY & FRAUD PREVENTION

You want to protect against fraud
and make sure your data is safe.

8o%

MORE THAN

What is your biggest security concern?

OF ORGANIZATIONS SAID
THEY WERE VICTIMS OF
PAYMENT FRAUD
IN 2018.3

EMPLOYEES FALLING
PREY TO SPOOFING OR
PHISHING ATTACKS

FRAUD AND
INSIDER THREATS

SOPHISTICATED
CYBERATTACKS

Most sophisticated attacks try
to deceive employees. Internal
awareness campaigns help educate
your staff to recognize fraud.

Businesses are hit by fraud at
alarming rates. Prevention tools add
vital layers of protection between
attackers and your accounts.

Most organizations don’t know
they’re vulnerable until an attack
occurs. Data and process analytics
can identify weaknesses and
help firm up defenses.

Client Education

Dual Control Authorization

Tech-savvy commercial banks offer
cybersecurity training via webinars,
in-person meetings, seminars and
educational collateral.

Incorporate a second approver
into all payment processing.

Machine Learning
Analyze internal processes to
identify weak points and root out
suspicious activity.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

You want to learn which emerging technologies
you should embrace in the future.
Which technologies spark your interest?

CLOUD ERP

OPEN BANKING

MACHINE LEARNING

BLOCKCHAIN

On-premise ERP systems are
resource intensive and hard to scale.
Cloud-based ERP systems reduce
upfront costs and overhead—and
scale easily as needs change.

The flow of financial data has been
the focus of much innovation.
Securely sharing client data
between multiple platforms, open
banking makes finance more
versatile and connected.

Data is an oft untapped resource.
Machine learning can use data
to generate insights on clients,
products, processes, security
threats and more.

Trade finance requires facilitation
by several parties, which slows
transactions. Blockchain keeps all
parties in constant connection,
streamlining payments—even
across borders.

Cloud ERP in a Nutshell
Accessible anywhere there’s
internet, cloud ERPs are continually
updated to keep pace with new
finance innovations.

Machine Learning in a Nutshell
Open Banking in a Nutshell
Banks and fintech companies use
open banking APIs to extend your
service offerings—within your
existing infrastructure.

Integrated within an ever-growing
list of banking solutions, the
technology helps businesses
understand and predict cash flow.

Blockchain in a Nutshell
Though early stages of development
focus mainly on trade finance, more
use cases are on the horizon.

1 https://www.bottomline.com/application/files/faster-cost-effective-afp-payments-cost-benchmark-survey-gen-us-srr-1510.pdf.
2 Data based on May 2019 survey of current Bill.com users.
3 https://www.jpmorgan.com/commercial-banking/insights/2019-afp-payments-fraud-control-survey-report.
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